
Marc Vahanian’s coaching has been described as nothing short of “life changing.”
 Whether you are looking to impact your organization, or impact your life, Marc’s
ability to deliver insightful, dynamic leadership coaching has proven to take
organizations and leadership goals to new, elevated levels.
With over 25 years of experience and 30,000 coaching sessions in personal and
professional client development, Marc’s leadership education provides specific
practices that help clients and organizations connect with their core values. Marc
Vahanian’s Leadership Program helps executives and their corporate team to
identify their current challenges and concerns, re-define the immediate
opportunities and goals, then reconnect and re-engage with the company mission
with purpose, pride, and passion. His practical management training has been
utilized by some of the world’s most successful organizations and individuals, from
presidents of major corporations to international celebrities.
Uniting a diverse background in multiple disciplines, Marc’s standout leadership
strategy helps leaders, teams, and organizations make decisions by focusing on
two central principles: mood and narrative. By understanding your story within
“Who you are” and “Where you are going,” Marc makes sense of “What you are
producing” and more importantly the tone with which you communicate that
narrative to your customers, clients, and colleagues. The principles and practices
within his leadership-learning forum include learning the language and
intelligence of the body, which encourages developing sophisticated ways to build
rapport, trust, and effective-partnering with clients and colleagues alike. As a
culmination of this development, Marc helps leaders and organizations...

Testimonials

Marc Vahanian

Marc is impressively effective at coaching a team through radical change. 

- Vice President, Principal Health Group a division of Principal Financial Group.

I asked Marc if he was still in the life-saving business, because I need to have my
life saved. 

- Drew Carey.
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